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� ا#(> ری� و ا#!0ق ا#"2ة ا#!0ق�� #(@ دل ا#;>(;3 ت اDج4@<�� ا#;>(;3 ت  ی643 د0Tل و 2Tوج ،و �(�ا='6 اDج4@
 �أي �0ع ,/ اHV3# ت ,: VTل ا#(> رة وVT Dل �/ ی643 61 #< ئW5 ا#�6,0 یوو %% ا#Vج�U/ ا#9"2اا#9"2اوی
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English translation: 
 
Man: A problem when it comes to language… a… Hassaniya1… Hassaniya… On the 
one hand, we didn’t leave not knowing Hassaniya – we left knowing enough Hassaniya, 
but the Saharawi society, we could say… aaa… we could say that we left it, I mean, early 
and we spent years speaking Spanish and [only] with each other in Hassaniya. When we 
come back to the Saharawi society, the Hassaniya we left, not only did we leave it when 
we were very young and this may lead to forgetting some of it, but we left a Hassaniya 
and came back to a different Hassaniya. This is due to factors like the free market, and 
exchange between foreign societies, the coming in and out of foreign people to the 
Saharawi society and… aaa… the Saharawis – I mean, in their daily interactions through 
trade or any sort of relationship with the Mauritanians, Algerians and even from other 
countries. And this, I mean, brings new vocabulary to the language – I mean, they 
experience it when we are gone. This, I mean, can be difficult, I mean, it is a bit difficult 

                                                 
1
 Hassaniya is the Arabic dialect spoken in Western Sahara, as well as Mauritania 
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for us. But, in the end, always and after a lot of efforts, and perhaps after a period of time, 
we will be integrated into the society.  
S: Does the society make the integration process easy for you or…? 
Man: The society, I think that… aaa… if it doesn’t make the integration process easy, it 
wouldn’t make it hard… aaa… We, of course, are the children of the society, children of 
the Saharawi people and, in the end, we are children of a family. I mean, each one of us is 
a child of a Saharawi family and this Saharawi family was the first to help with 
integrating into the society. I mean, if at the beginning of our education, school and 
family were the pillar… aaa… I mean, the pillar that we can hold onto so that we grow 
up or take steps forward, at the end we come back to the same… we come back to the 
same… aaa… same pillar, which is family. I mean, as if we need a new education in 
order for us to be integrated into the society; we would always turn back to the family. 
The family has always been the… aaa… the main supporter to our integration in the 
society. After family, there is the society as a whole… I mean… aaa… we can say, the 
Saharawi society doesn’t discriminate, the Saharawi society always welcomes us. 
Perhaps, there are jokes or things people say about us, but this doesn’t take away from 
our activity in the society. Instead, it adds and makes us special. And… aaa… in some 
cases, you would hear them say “Cubano,” I mean, through this… aaa… with this they 
mean the people coming from Cuba. They would say “Cubano,” which means Cuban. 
And this is… aaa… something normal to us – I mean, it is normal. The society is not… 
hard… aaa… it is not hard integrating into the society because the society discriminated 
against us or the society turned its back to us but because of the new aspects of the 
society that we missed due to our absence for a long time. But the society… aaa… we 
would say, if it doesn’t help, it won’t… aaa… it won’t make it [the process of 
reintegration] complicated.  
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